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NOVELTIES SALONE DEL MOBILE 2015
New products, new materials and new technologies
SLIDE at this edition of the Salone Internazionale del Mobile 2015, presents numerous ideas and 
innovative projects, and they are mostly divided in two product collections recently integrated with 
the traditional SLIDE Collection: on one hand the extension of the Design of Love Collection and 
on the other the new range of products realised in soft and rigid polyurethane.

The long series of novelties are signed by internationally renowned designers such as: Karim 
Rashid, Marc Sadler, Roberto Paoli, Marco Acerbis e Gianni Arnaudo. 
 
During the Salone Internazionale del Mobile, in addition to being present at Fiera Rho – Pero 
at Hall 16 Stand E48, SLIDE introduces its new location and showcase of the city of Milan, at 
Casello della Darsena, in Piazza XXIV Maggio, 2 - the SLIDE lounge. It will be the reference point 
and refreshment locaton for the whole Fuorisalone loop, a way to relax after the intense days 
of the Milano Design Week.  It will allow everyone to not only see, but also try the novelties and 
SLIDE products at their own time. 

In this edition, SLIDE is again illustrating its success story; a story that has never stumbled in the 
world of industrial production, demonstrating a long commitment to its core values, ‘design and 
research’,  guaranteeing quality and excellence in all of its vast collection.
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KING OF LOVE
Design Renato Pigatti e Graziano Moro

 floor lamp
dimensions  210  x  90 h 235 cm

The floor lamp King of Love by SLIDE is 
part of the original range of the Design of 
Love Collection. The Crown of Love, is a 
reinterpretation of the classical baroque 
chandelier, with a simplified style with 
a pure design. A fundamental lighting 
element absent in the introductory Design 
of Love Collection. The two illumination 
lampshades are of dimensions Ø 60 x A 
57 cm, and feature a particular finishing 
texture, with  elegant and pleasant-to-
touch embroidery-like decoration that 
resemble a classical motif. With its shape 
and complex intertwines, this impressive 
baroque lamp is ideal for decorating 
broad public spaces and for elegant and 
classical occasions, leaving great visual 
impact.
Available in nine colours, it is possible to 
create custom combinations, pairing base 
and top with different colour.
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LADY OF LOVE
Design Renato Pigatti e Graziano Moro

table lamp
dimensions  Ø 40 h 85

The table lamp Lady of Love by SLIDE is 
part of the original range of the Design 
of Love Collection, idealised by Graziano 
Moro and Renato Pigatti. The Lady of 
Love is an original decorative lamp, for 
table and desk, with an irresistible design, 
ideal for all types of furnishing, indoor and 
outdoor, also perfect for contract: can be 
used on a coffee-table in the living room, 
as a ambiance light on the nightstand, or 
as a sculpture-object that can be placed 
on the floor for a peculiar corner, in the 
office, restaurants and dehor. The Lady of 
Love is made in recyclable polyethylene 
with rotational technology process and is 
easy to clean. Available in nine colours, it 
is possible to create custom combinations, 
pairing base and top with different colors.
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CROWN OF LOVE
Design Renato Pigatti & Graziano Moro

hanging lamp
dimensions  194  x 174 h 105 cm             

The hanging lamp Crown of Love by 
SLIDE is part of the original range of the 
Design of Love Collection. The Crown of 
Love, is a reinterpretation of the classical 
baroque chandelier, with a simplified style 
with a pure design. A fundamental lighting 
element absent in the introductory Design 
of Love Collection. The six illumination 
lampshades are of dimensions Ø60 H57 
cm, and feature a particular finishing 
texture, with  elegant and pleasant-to-
touch embroidery-like decoration that 
resemble a classical motif. With its shape 
and complex intertwines, this impressive 
baroque lamp is ideal for decorating 
broad public spaces and for elegant and 
classical occasions, leaving great visual 
impact. Available in nine colours, it is 
possible to create custom combinations, 
pairing base and top with different colours.
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CROWN OF LOVE
Design Renato Pigatti & Graziano Moro

wall lamp
dimensions 120 x 87 h 105 cm

The wall lamp Crown of Love by SLIDE is 
part of the original range of the Design of 
Love Collection. The Crown of Love, is a 
reinterpretation of the classical baroque 
chandelier, with a simplified style with 
a pure design. A fundamental lighting 
element absent in the introductory Design 
of Love Collection. The two illumination 
lampshades are of dimensions Ø 43 x A 
41 cm, and feature a particular finishing 
texture, with  elegant and pleasant-to-touch 
embroidery-like decoration that resemble a 
classical motif. With its shape and complex 
intertwines, this impressive baroque lamp 
is ideal for decorating broad public spaces 
and for elegant and classical occasions, 
leaving great visual impact.
Available in nine colours, it is possible to 
create custom combinations, pairing base 
and top with different colour.
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FRAME OF LOVE
Design Renato Pigatti & Graziano Moro

frame 
dimensions  345 x 13  h162 cm
                    99 x 13  h  99 cm
                  162 x 13  h  99 cm

The Frame of Love by SLIDE is part of 
the original range of the Design of Love 
Collection, idealised by Graziano Moro and 
Renato Pigatti, characterised by products 
with baroque finishing and details.
The innovation for the Frame of Love, will 
be the possibility to compose and customise 
the frame to the desired size, thanks to the 
different measures of modules available. An 
extension of the Design of Love Collection, 
that is already original and unique, that 
can be customised according to the desired 
needs. The Frame of Love, with its majestic 
dimensions becomes the protagonist for 
great halls, expositions and galleries, 
integrating with the macrodesign philosophy 
presented by SLIDE. Available in nine colours, 
it is possible to create custom combinations, 
pairing modules with different colours.
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SIR OF LOVE
Design Renato Pigatti & Graziano Moro

table
dimensions  200 x 100 h 71 cm
                   260 x 120 h 71 cm

The table Sir of Love by SLIDE is part of 
the original range of the Design of Love 
Collection. The majestic legs that support the 
table are in polyethylene, the top however 
is available in two different versions, in HPL 
laminate and glass, allowing a choice for the 
finished look of the furnishing. Additionally, 
there are two options of dimensions for the 
finished product. With its grand look, Sir 
of Love is ideal to furnish reception rooms, 
contract, but also domestic spaces, becoming 
a key element for your interior with a touch of 
baroque, it will turn any occasion into a gala 
event. The legs of the table are produced 
in polyethylene with the rotational moulding 
process, as a result the are weather resistant 
and easy to clean. Available in nine colours, 
it is possible to create custom combinations, 
pairing modules with different colours.
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GELÉE
Design Roberto Paoli

soft pouf                                       
dimensions  Ø 53 h 42 cm

Slide in collaboration with designer 
Roberto Paoli for the new collection of 
polyurethane products designed the 
innovative soft touch pouf Gelée, inspired 
by the jelly candies, once loved by all kids. 
Giving a different scale to a product so 
familiar in our lives, results in a soft and 
charming seat, that thanks to its shape 
benefits from the following features, such 
as: functionality, comfort and recreation.
The peculiar structure of the Gelée, just 
needs one glance to be magnetically 
kidnapped, with the desire to try it out, 
ready to taste the comfort and softness: 
an original object that integrates beauty, 
entertainment and technology in a perfect 
mix that makes it ideal for contract projects 
and domestic space, both indoors and 
outdoors. Made in soft polyurethane using 
the technology of injection moulding, the 
pouf Gelée is available in various colours.
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BRECCA
Design Roberto Paoli

chair
dimensions 53 x 53 h 80 cm

Among the new product proposals for the 
polyurethane SLIDE collection, the chair 
Brecca, design by  Roberto Paoli, expresses 
a new design language that wants to 
encourage playfulness and experimentation. 
Characterised by an original and minimal 
design, Brecca uses a conceptual design 
where an imaginary vertical split divides the 
chair’s shell from the rigorous and precise 
lines: obtaining two halves that reconnect 
and bond back together. Brecca is realised 
in soft polyurethane, with the injection 
moulding technique, combined with an 
integrated metal frame to give extra strength 
to the structure: which allows the realization 
of this product to have a thin structure but at 
the same time resistant, combined with four 
metal legs.
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BUZ
Design Marc Sadler

chair
dimensions 43 X 42 h 80 cm

Among the new product proposals for the 
polyurethane SLIDE collection, the chair 
Buz, design Marc Sadler, has a structure 
characterised by rigid geometric lines: 
the linearity of the legs and the shell of 
the seat is composed by two orthogonal 
surfaces which give a plain and squared 
look.
Buz is stackable, and the design with 
precise lines make it ideal for minimalist 
and modern furnishings, from contract to 
domestic spaces, indoor and outdoor. 
Buz is realised in soft polyurethane, 
with the injection moulding technique, 
combined with an integrated metal frame 
to give extra strength to the structure: 
which allows the realization of this product 
to have a thin structure but at the same 
time resistant, combined with four metal 
legs.    
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DREAM LINE
Design Marco Acerbis

low chair
dimensions  63 x 74 h 72 cm 

Among the new product proposals for the 
polyurethane SLIDE collection, the low 
chair Dream Line, the reinterpretation of 
a lounger with a classical design by the 
designer Marco Acerbis, produced with 
innovative materials, that have reduced the 
design to the essence creating a lightweight 
and relaxing chair. Dream Line is composed 
by a large seat realised in technical fabric 
that is breathable and waterproof, called 
“Batyline”, applied on the light structure 
realised in rigid polyurethane, available with 
glossy lacquered finish or with soft-touch 
opaque finish. Solid, light and elegant, 
Dream Line is an ideal low chair for indoor 
and outdoor, for domestic spaces with fresh 
outlines and modern for terraces, balconies 
and gardens; also suitable for contract 
projects in public spaces, waiting rooms 
and hotel lobbies. Dream Line is available in 
many variations, from the most simple to the 
most witty, to be able to change the chair’s 
personality with the one desired.
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SLED
Design Karim Rashid

armchair
dimensions 68 x 61 h 87 cm

Among the new product proposals for the 
polyurethane, the armchair Sled idealised 
by the eclectic designer Karim Rashid, is 
a reinterpretation in a modern twist of the 
classical cantilever chair characterised by 
the use of new and innovative materials. 
Sled is an original and versatile armchair, 
with clean lines and a spacious seat: its sleek 
shape and the continuity of  the outline, 
which give up the support of the rear legs, 
give the chair lightness and flexibility typical 
for a cantilever chair.
The seat is realised in soft polyurethane, with 
the injection moulding technology, and is 
integrated with a metal frame to give better 
robustness: which allows the realization of 
this product to have a thin structure but at 
the same time resistant, combined with the 
cantilever structure of tubular curved and 
chromed steel. This lounge seat is ideal for 
living rooms and domestic spaces, Sled’s 
personality fits with all minimalist spaces and 
modern furniture, from contract to private 
spaces, both indoor and outdoor.
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SLOTH
Design Karim Rashid

coffe table
dimensions 121 x 81 h 33 cm

Among the new product proposals for the 
polyurethane SLIDE collection, designed 
by the eclectic Karim Rashid, Sloth a low 
table with sinuous and an elegant shape, 
it is characterised by soft lines that give it 
elasticity and originality. With Sloth, the 
rigid polyurethane seems to transform into 
an incredibly ductile material creating a 
fluid design silhouette. Light but resistant to 
weather, Sloth is ideal for indoor and outdoor 
spaces and thanks to its modern lines, 
it’s perfect from a living room to terraces, 
according to seasons or ones desires; also 
ideal for contract and public spaces, waiting 
halls and hotel lobbies. Realised in rigid 
polyurethane with the injection moulding 
technique, Sloth is available with glossy 
lacquered finish or ‘soft-touch’ opaque 
finish.
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ISETTA
Design Marc Sadler

low chair
dimensions 86 x 78 x h 62 cm  

seat height 32 cm

The new seat Isetta was  born in   
collaboration with the designer Marc 
Sadler. Isetta with its curves  and  
aerodynamic shape  creates  a new 
futuristic seat concept. Realised in rigid 
polyurethane  through  injection  moulding, 
Isetta  extends  the  seat  range  in  the  
SLIDE collection,  with  the  intention  to  
furnish domestic  and  contract  spaces  
combining quality and comfort.
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TARTA
Design Roberto Paoli

low chair
dimensions 73 x 71 h 75 cm
            seat height 37 cm

The chair Tarta is the new seat made in 
rigid polyurethane realised with injection 
moulding, design by Roberto Paoli. The 
shape of this seat is  characterised by 
the geometric combination of repeated 
hexagonal modules. For every single module 
a three-dimensional  feel  has been attributed 
creating a wrap-around chair. Tarta is 
offered with an elegant combination of 
coloured rigid polyurethane which makes up 
the structure of  the chair and of the wooden 
legs. Its shape is  reminiscent of organic 
lines from a turtle shell, which inspired the 
name Tarta. It gives the idea of a resistant 
chair, but at the same time welcoming and 
comfortable.   
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TARTA TABLE
Design Roberto Paoli

coffee table
dimensions  72 x 51 h 34 cm

Tarta Table is a coffee table, combinable 
with the seat Tarta, realised with a rigid 
polyurethane top. Tarta Table is offered with 
with an elegant combination of coloured 
rigid polyurethane which makes up top 
of the table and of wooden legs. Tarta 
Table has a playful shape but maintains a 
modern and extremely versatile style.
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LAU
Design Marc Sadler

stool
dimensions  Ø 31 cm h 45 cm  

The  stool  Lau,  design  by  Marc  Salder,  
is realised  with  a  polyethylene  structure  
and with  a  soft  polyurethane  cushion.  
The cushion  will  be  presented  in  a  
variation  of colours  combinable  with  
different  indoor furnishings,  as  well  
as,  most  demanding contract  projects.  
Modern  and  elegant  the stool  Lau,  was  
projected  to  be  original  and versatile, 
thanks to its wide and comfortable seat.  
Lau  is  available  in  a  luminous  version 
illuminated with energy saving bulbs or 
with RGB LED technology. 
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SMACK / WOW
HELLO

Design Giò Colonna Romano
wall decorations

 WOW    100  x  10 h 41 cm
SMACK   140  x 10 h 59 cm
HELLO    124  x 10 h 46 cm

An innovation for the SLIDE collection 
foresees wall decorations, the first word 
décor are Smack, Hello and Wow design 
Giò Colonna Romano. Produced in 
polystyrene coated with polyurethane the 
complementary furniture are available in 
a glossy and opaque ‘soft touch’ finishes. 
The wall decorations are an ideal novelty 
to furnish any type of contract, such as 
restaurant, hotel or simply domestic spaces 
with energetic and playful colours, distinctive 
of the SLIDE collection.  
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AMORE
Design SLIDE Studio

word bench
dimensions 143 x 43 h 36 cm

A novelty for the SLIDE collection, foresees a 
seat with stylized form of written Amore design 
SLIDE Studio. Produced in polyethylene with 
rotational moulding process, the bench 
Amore is available with shiny or opaque ‘soft 
touch’ lacquered finish, or luminous with the 
option of RGB LED technology illumination. 
The seat is an ideal article to furnish any 
type of contract such as restaurants, hotel or 
simply domestic spaces with typical energetic 
and playful SLIDE colours.  
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KALIMERA            
Design SLIDE Studio

ice-bucket / pot
dimensions  44 x 44 h 45 cm

SLIDE introduces the unfamiliar pot / bottle 
holder Kalimera, design SLIDE Studio. With 
a fun and unsettling Kalimera, in greek 
“goodmorning”, recalls the broken shell of 
a soft boiled-egg: used as a pot to furnish 
indoor and outdoor spaces with originality; 
available also with wireless, RGB LED 
technology with rechargeable batteries, 
it transforms into a lighting bottle-holder, 
unique and ideal for exclusive events.
Kalimera is realised in polyethylene with 
the rotational moulding technique and 
is available in all the colours of the SLIDE 
collection.
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ROLLER LAMP
Design Giò Colonna Romano

floor lamp
dimensions 76 x h 203 cm

The Roller Lamp, design Giò Colonna 
Romano, is an original alternative to the 
classic floor lamp: inspired by technical 
lamps, it features five industrial type 
wheels that pivot at 360°, which allow easy 
movements. Roller Lamp, is only available 
in the indoor version, and is characterised 
by a chromed metal stand with integrated 
lighting cable; whilst the large lighting 
lampshade (Ø60 H57 cm), offers an 
innovative peculiarity: realised with a 
particular texture finishing, with  elegant 
and pleasant-to-touch embroidery-like 
decoration that resemble a classical 
motif. Roller Lamp is an ideal modern and 
functional lamp that allows you to furnish 
spaces with personality and uniqueness, 
that becomes the undisputable protagonist 
of any room placed in.
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TEA TIME
Design Gianni Arnaudo

coffee table
dimensions  100 x 80 h 80 cm

Tea Time designed by the eclectic architect 
and designer Gianni Arnaudo, is the 
original and fun coffee-table inspired by 
the stylized shape of a biscuit. The idea of 
the Tea Time low table, comes from the 
intuition to follow through a project linked 
to food, “transforming” a classic tea biscuit 
into a furnishing design object. The legs are 
substituted by four industrial type wheels that 
pivot at 360° that allow easy movements 
for the table. Also available in the lighting 
version with RGB LED technology, Tea Time 
is a modern and irresistible coffee-table, 
undisputed protagonist for any type of 
indoor and outdoor spaces, furnished with 
uniqueness and personality. 
Produced in recyclable polyethylene with the 
rotational moulding technique, it is weather 
resistant and simple to clean, the coffee- 
table Tea Time is available in all colours and 
finishes of the SLIDE collection.
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PANDORO
Design Gianni Arnaudo

stool / lamp
dimensions 47 x 42 h 42 cm

Pandoro design by the eclectic architect 
and designer Gianni Arnaudo, is an 
original and fun stool inspired by the 
shape of the typical Italian Christmas 
sweet. Light and comfortable, with the 
base in the shape of an eight-pointed 
star, Pandoro is part of the project linked 
to food, “transforming” a real Christmas 
sweet excellence in a furnishing design 
object. For “sweet” moments of relaxing, 
Pandoro is a modern and irresistible stool 
ideal for any type of furnishing, indoor and 
outdoor: perfect for bar owners,  for pastry 
shops, dessert lovers or for who simply 
desires to décor spaces with personality 
and style. Thanks to the versatility of 
Pandoro it can also be used as a floor or 
a hanging lamp, available with standard 
energy saving light bulbs or with wireless 
RGB LED technology.
Pandoro is available in all colours and 
finishes of the SLIDE collection.
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